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Siima adapts to the specific reality of each service, currently including a significant number of clinical areas. It allows the technical register of each procedure and the gathering of information adapted to the kind of medical procedure, as well as the production of the respective clinical report.

The integration capacity with surrounding systems (from information services to clinical devices) along with its coverage capacity, make Siima a structuring and cross-cutting solution, ideal for the health care institutions that aim for a complete clinical and administrative integration of information.

FEATURES

Patient Attendance and Management
Patient attendance, including the billing of medical procedures. This module can integrate with central systems, both at the level of patient identification and invoicing.

Requisitions
It allows the requisition of medical procedures to a certain clinical service. With the possibility of remote use, a user recognized by the system can request procedures in Siima from any workplace with a web browser. A very simple interface is used, in order to make the electronic requisition process of exams more dynamic. This module integrates with other information systems, allowing the health care institutions to centralize the requisition/prescription process of CMDT (Complementary Means of Diagnosis and Treatment) in a single interface.

Scheduling
Scheduling of Medical Procedures adapted to different modalities. This module can also be used remotely and includes the preparatory text associated with each scheduled exam in the issuing of the scheduling information. The preparatory text can also be defined according to the patient’s gender and age, thus guaranteeing complete accuracy of the information to be transmitted to the patient.

Work List
Work list of the patients, differentiating between scheduled requests and emergency requests and with the possibility of sending it to clinical equipment and PACS systems.

Execution
Medical procedures execution and register of consumption per procedure, adapted to different clinical areas.

Reports
Report management with the possibility of resorting to predefined models and with report classification by pathology codes (ACR, ICD or other classifications). The doctor can also remotely report his exams, which means that this module can also be used by external providers, making the diagnosis much quicker and more efficient.
Clinical Process
Consult the procedures’ reports, when these are already validated (published). It allows remote access and allows complementing the already existing clinical processes in the institution. For each selected patient, it will also be possible to visualize all the requested and performed procedures, or only the ones allowed by configuration. The integration with PACS systems, local or remote, is also implemented on medical images visualization, making it possible to access images archived in these systems according to the permissions defined for the user.

Management Module
Equipment management, including the bidirectional integration with Siima and Consumables / Stock / Medical Procedures. Important set of Business Intelligence / Management indicators, using the proper tools.

INTEGRATIONS
• Interoperability with other I.S.:
  • HIS integration (SONHO, SINUS, SAM, HOSIX, etc.)
  • ALERT-ER® integration
  • Integration via HL7 with PACS from Philips, AGFA, Sectra, Fujifilm and Rogan
• Integration w/ Diagnostic Equipment of different specializations
• Voice recognition in European Portuguese
• Digital Dictation
• Import external reports